ARTISTIC PLAY PRESENTED BY PHILO-THANATES

"Dear Brutus" Directed By Vance Morton
with Groves, Manning, and Mr. Fantasy

As the curtain parted in the first scene of the Philo-Thanates production of "Dear Brutus," the audience caught the spirit of, and immersed themselves in the world of this ancient Roman drama. The play delves into themes of friendship, ambition, and personal honor, as the audience is taken on a journey through the political intrigues and personal conflicts of the ancient Roman republic.

Monarchists / Coup in Bavaria Halts—Fifteen Arrested

Wolf-Moss government has frustrated a coup which promised to bring about the fall of the present administration. Professor Paul and Ugo Maffei, the leaders of the coup, are being held as prisoners against the government. The coup was an attempt to bring about an announcement tomorrow.

Fifteen persons alleged to have been part of the conspiracy have been arrested. Professor Paul, a member of the leadership, has been taken into custody. The coup was an attempt to upset the existing political order and to bring about a change in the government.

48 INITIATED INTO SIGMA XI LAST EVENING

Conrad and Samuel Delegates from Grinnell

At a meeting of the Sigma Xi fraternity last evening, forty-eight initiates took part in the inculcation of the new members of the fraternity. The initiation ceremony was held at 5:00 p.m. in the basement of the fraternity house.

The new members were greeted with a warm welcome by the fraternity brothers. The initiation ceremony included the reading of the constitution, the presentation of the fraternity emblem, and the induction of the new members into the fraternity.

NOMINATIONS FOR W.O.A. OFFICERS ARE ANNOUNCED

The election will take place at Next W. O. A. Open Meeting on March 21.

A list of ten candidates has been announced for the officer positions of the W. O. A. The candidates are:

President: Daniel Johnson, All of Des Moines, and Frances Johnson, Carl of Des Moines.

Vice-President: W. O. A. at the meeting of the fraternity in December.

Secretary: Anna R. Whiting, Gal of Iowa City.

Treasurer: Mrs. Ethel Reinecke, All of Des Moines.

The new officers will be announced at the next meeting of the W. O. A.

Turkey is Willing To Send Delegates To Another Parley

As the diplomatic situation continues to escalate, Turkey has expressed its willingness to send delegates to another parley to discuss the outstanding issues. The parley will be held in London, and is expected to take place on March 21.

Drive for Senior Tax Begins Today

Students are being urged to contribute to the Senior Tax drive, which is aimed at raising funds for the senior class treasury.

The purpose of the drive is to raise enough money to cover the costs of the senior class activities, including the senior class trip, graduation ceremony, and other events. Students are being encouraged to contribute as much as they can, and to make sure that every dollar counts.

Women Debaters Chosen TONIGHT

The debate tournament is underway, and the senior class has chosen its two debaters for the upcoming debates. The debates will begin tonight, and are expected to be exciting and competitive.

The senior class has chosen Mary Johnson and Lily Brown as its debaters. The debates will be held at the high school, and are open to the public.

The United Press Association

The United Press Association furnishes the Daily Iowan with the latest domestic and international news of the day.
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**HORACK'S ARTICLE IN THE "ANNALS"**

**Political News—Professor Discusses The Rights of Primary Law**

Prof. Frank E. Harack, of the department of political science, is the author of an article which appeared in the *Annals* of the American Academy of Political and Social Science this week. Mr. Harack teaches primarily on the problem of the rights of the people in the United States. In this article, Mr. Harack describes the current interpretation of the Constitution and the implications of the primary vote. He discusses the questions of the importance of the primary vote for the determination of the character of the candidates, the effects of the primary vote on the political parties, and the importance of the primary vote in leveling the political playing field.

Mr. Harack argues that the primary vote is a critical component of the modern political process. He states, "[we] need a broad discussion of [the] role [of the primary in determining the character of the candidates, the effects of the primary vote on the political parties, and the importance of the primary vote in leveling the political playing field.]"

**Freshman Girls Are Petitioning For More Dates**

"I have been told that the freshman girls are not so social as they should be in order to meet old men, but some are very anxious for classes from: the fact that they are not new, and having in positions in which they may now be properly prepared for advancement to the additional duties required by the president and the other members of the faculty," Mrs. Jakobson, of Ballard, says, when discussing over the matter at the dinner party, the Beta chapter at the University of Iowa club at north of Muskegon, said, "We believe the situation has improved but we have had some unfavorable confirmations."

"In our case provisions for sending them to the church were not made, but in another the conclusion that we desire, with the church would properly not necessarily some of the church with the church vote."

"We find that the infallibility of women have been the proper attitude to these on the conditions for the present, and in order to make sure the kindness of the character of the candidates, the effects of the primary vote on the political parties, and the importance of the primary vote in leveling the political playing field.

"The primary vote is a critical component of the modern political process. We need a broad discussion of [the] role [of the primary in determining the character of the candidates, the effects of the primary vote on the political parties, and the importance of the primary vote in leveling the political playing field.]"

**Architecture Plan Undergoes Changes From 1905**

"About fifteen years ago, a firm of Boston architects designed the original plan for the new building. The plans have been changed several times during the construction process."

"The three-story building was designed to be a mixture of style and function. It would be a significant addition to the landscape of the University of Iowa campus."

"Currently, the project is in its initial stages of construction. The design team is working on refining the plan to meet the needs of the community."

**Power Of Divine Love Subject Of Chadwick's Talk**

"The Power of Divine Love," was the theme of Professor W. Chadwick's lecture Tuesday evening at the Dance Hall. Mr. Chadwick said, "Christian Science teachers are taught to look for love in every heart, and it is found just as tender to the extent that we respect the teaching of the Church and the works of love. The kingdom of heaven is not the love of God—"...""
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THE BATH ROAD WILL BE GIVEN AT CONVENTION

Drama League Will Meet Here April 19-21 for Thirteenth Convention

First hand information on the movements to establish a national theatre in this country will be brought to the members of the Drama League of America at the thirteenth annual convention of the University of Iowa April 19, 20, and 21 when Augustus Thomas, president of the Producing Managers' Association will speak on that subject. This will be the first time that the league has been the guest of Iowa.

National leaders of the scenic and professional stages will hand the members on early problems as theatre, the coming end, the community theatre and the community centre, the status of drama schools and colleges, the league and the authority theatre, the league and rural communities, fluctuating their unionism; importance of student organizations and their effort on the part of the league, and the real play.

Professor George P. Baker, director of the 17th Workshop, will make entertaining talk on the place of drama in the college curriculum. Exhibits of books, literature, and exhibits of the convention. Other speakers will be Mrs. A. Shurtzel, Des Moines, and J. Edward of the league; Theodore B. Hinckley, Chicago; Miss Alice Blatt, president of the Iowa City center; Edward von Mutius, of the University of Iowa; Miss Vera M. McPherson, director of the United States Department of Interior; Alfred G. Arnold of South Dakota; Miss Cara McPherson of the University of Iowa, a pioneer in community work. Professor Bales is one of the convention committee chairman of the league.

Frank Nelson, Chicago, is president of the league; Theodore B. Hinckley, Chicago, executive secretary of the league; Abraham G. Arnold of South Dakota; Miss Cara McPherson of the University of Iowa, a pioneer in community work. Professor Bales is chairman of the convention committee of the league.

APRIL 12 SET FOR I-N-S-D. DEBATE

Iowa-South Dakota Debate To Have Open Forum To Discuss League of Nations

The debate of the Iowa South Dakota Debate have been definitely understood for the Iowa, and at all the universities debating teams are now at work, but the final arrangements have only recently been reached. This triangular debate will be held on the evening of April 12 on the proposition: "Resolved: That the United States should enter the League of Nations.

The University of Iowa will maintain the affirmative side from the University of South Dakota at Vermillion, here, while on the same night, Iowa will argue against Princeton University of Iowa maintaining the affirmative, and South Dakota will debate South Dakota at Vermillion, South Dakota upholding the affirmative. The Iowa-South Dakota debate here will be a benefit concert, and the Iowa South Dakota debate at Lincoln will be open forum and judgeless. Should be vested in the people."

HUNDREDS OF IOWA CITY MEN THINK OF BREMER'S

When they think of good shoes. Several years of square dealing has brought that about. Come in and see.

Spring Styles in Spring Footwear Are Ready For You

$8 $9 $10

Exclusive

Sperry

Phoenix

History

for

Both

Men

and

Women

Get the

Phoenix

Habit

Important Details

Accessories become tremendous when they add the last final touch of smartness. Here at attractive prices.

THE "HAVEN"

The "Haven", as illustrated above, is a lively league effect that gives the foot a slight, well-distributed appearance. Comes in highly finished black and brown.

DISTINCTIVE FOOTWEAR

If you were a Leather Expert, You'd still need advice on shoe workmanship and shoe prices.

You have to depend on shoe men for that sort of knowledge.

Here at Bremer's we believe it pays us to give you good value; and we guarantee our ability to do it.

PRING

PARING

Glorifies the Entire Store

Spring Opening

Thursday*, Friday*, Saturday*

*Open 8:00 a.m. to 9:00 p.m.

Old Styles are dead. Now live the new! Styles that have caught the secret of eternal apparel charm—for in them is color—the intriguing interest of many, new, clever and beautiful fabrics—the harmony of skillfully united fabric, color and type—and lines that are the perfected expression of th world's great designers. The Store cordially invites you to view new modes here.

Important Details

Accessories become tremendous when they add the last final touch of smartness. Here at attractive prices.

HABIT-WISE: The Fashion has altered the look of the house of haberdashery. Women have awoken toward their sense, their needs, their own and given to their heads.

SWIRLING lengths of new Spring fabrics—what 'walk' of dainty dominoes their helpful patterns forced to the women who is clever with her needs.

COINSIDE

Fine open plimsolls of silk and shoe locate the charming of the style of the spring. Exquisite. Each open plimsolle—pink, silk and white, white and very elegant make charming, are all rolling, give an easi and cozy fit to these shoes.

SMART NOVELLEYS ARE BAGS, especially those little black with emphasis in soft leather. Pursey purses are all popular. Like it and let our girls see it.

HER WINDOW TUESDAY
CLOSE MEET IS EXPECTED WITH ILLINOIS

Hawkeye Track Stars Are Anxious To Average Defeat

The coming weekend will see three Iowa meets in action. The track team will journey to Urbana to engage in a dual meet with Illinois on Saturday. The soccer team will take on the Nebraska team on the soccer field in their last dual meet of the season. The wrestling squad will practically close the indoor sports activities of the season as they will have been finished in indoor sports against Regents of Hudson on Monday afternoon.

Last night Coach George T. Brem- som, head trimmers for the men who are to represent the University in the dual meet with Illinois at Urbana on Saturday. He stated that the team would be in high form. The three dual meets of the week will be the last such dual meet of the season. The team that wins the dual meet with Illinois will have a good chance of winning the Big Ten championship.

The team will be in high form, according to Coach Bremson, and will be in the best possible condition for the event.

ISSUE FIRST CALL FOR TENNIS TEAM

PRELIMINARY WORK WILL COME NEXT

Physical Director Ernest G. Hofer made the call yesterday afternoon for candidates for the tennis team. The meeting will be held at 4 p.m. on the campus of the University, in the gymnasium.

A few handicaps are involved in the team. The team is limited to ten players. If any player is dismissed from team or not, the team will have no trouble in winning the conference meet.

THE STRONG WRESTLING TEAM COMING HERE

High Schools to Learn Track

Bruckenham Will Hold Coaching School at Cornell Bluffs

Coach George T. Bruckenham had been invited an instructor in conduct a two day coaching school at Cornell Bluffs for the coaches and students of high school track teams that are interested in track athletics. He has accepted and will arrive in Iowa on the Big Ten meet at Chicago last year. He was the first man to enter the men's meet and lost two so far this season.

All about the Iowa man came out of the meeting with the Illinois team in Chicago last year and are due to ready to work the weekend. Coach John Bick will have his track team ready in time for the Iowa meet. He has been of the best track men in the Conference for three seasons and will be a valuable addition to the Big Ten meet at Chicago last year.

The Iowa team is strong, having already decided some of the best men in the Conference. A few men are veterans of two years' experience which gives them a slight advantage over the Hawkeye squad. All of the Iowa men came out of the meeting with the Illinois team in Chicago last year and are due to ready to work the weekend. Coach John Bick will have his track team ready in time for the Iowa meet. He has been of the best track men in the Conference for three seasons and will be a valuable addition to the Big Ten meet at Chicago last year.

The Iowa team is strong, having already decided some of the best men in the Conference. A few men are veterans of two years' experience which gives them a slight advantage over the Hawkeye squad.

A MPH ALIVE

One idea CALLS FOR QUALITY

— the other — quantity. We believe in the theory that bread should have quality, that we should give good service to our customers — and that above all, our products should maintain the high standard we have set.

As Long As You're Here

While you are in Iowa City, although you may not wish to sample all the local delicacies, later, you should overlook no opportunity to increase your familiarity with banking practice which is the mass

The First University Club dinner bridge league is still in progress and will be held Saturday night at 7:30.

The Iowa Daily, Iowa University, Thursday, March 4, 1924
When More Spradling Gladys Brooker, Esther Fern Coon sc, Corine Mathis g and Ardith Lawhorn, played an unusual tournament which is to determine the champion before the Basketball All-American analysis before the Basketball

Ardith Lawhorn was chosen to represent the freshmen, and the freshmen with seniors slashed the seniors! 19

juniors conquered the freshmen with a score of 21 to 8 and the freshmen were not heard. The line-up Tuesday, Mar. 8, at 8:00 p.m., in room 307, Lightwell Hall. The lectures are open to the public.

According to our policy of showing only the biggest and best productions of the Motion Picture Industry, we take the pleasures in offering—another mammoth attraction f r o m the Paramount Studios.

MEN! KEEP THE GIRLS A WAY FROM THE PASTIME THEATRE

next Friday, Saturday, Sunday or Monday. There is a big amusing drama of a wife who sought more than marriage could give there.

Pathe News. Showing the Cubs baseball meet practicing at Catalina Island and many other interesting events.

Faulks. The funniest cartoon ever shown on the screen.

Comedy. Paul Parrot in a shoe store comedy entitled, "Fright Bows."
The exclusive new Spring Fashion show we are designed by artists who take pride in their work for women who take pride in their dress.
TRADE UPSTAIRS
SAVE
$10

Good Clothes; Nothing Else

$20

Ready-to-Wear
SUITS AND
OVERCOATS

IOWA CITY
IOWA

Announcing the opening of CLUTE'S UPSTAIRS CLOTHES SHOP [210 1-2 East Washington Street; upstairs next to Garden Theatre] on Thursday, March 8th. All wool hand tailored Suits and Spring Overcoats bought especially for this occasion at

$20  $25  $30

Conducting this business upstairs, selling for cash, no free deliveries and no expensive fixtures; eliminating all unnecessary overhead expense enables this store to turn out the GREATEST VALUES POSSIBLE!

Whipcord and Gaberdine Topcoats

FIT GUARANTEED

SPORT MODELS
JAZZ MODELS
CONSERVATIVE MODELS
ALL MODELS

ALTERATIONS FREE

All Wool Hand
Tailored Trousers . . $5.00
[One price only]
Try and duplicate these values

If You Can Duplicate Our Values Keep Your Suit or Overcoat and Come Back and Get Your Money!

CLUTE'S
Upstairs Clothes Shop
210½ East Washington Street

$30

UPSTAIRS; SAVE $10.00
"I'd Rather Be A Beautiful Bone-Head And Live With A Bang-Head Than To Be A Great Intellect" —Hitchcock

"I'd rather be a beautiful bone-head and religious because then I'd be one of the greatest intellects in the country." The President today quoted the famous Hitchcock aphorism for the benefit of a group of students and faculty members in attendance at the annual meeting of the Faculty Club.

"And Hitchcock's philosophy is not always out of date," he continued. "For instance, he was quite right when he said, "I'd rather be a beautiful bone-head and religious because then I'd be one of the greatest intellects in the country.""

President Harding is enjoying the trip to Georgia, where he has been both expected and unexpected. The President mentioned that he had been pleased to see the number of women intercollegiate debate events.